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MARKET OVERVIEW AND OUTLOOK
The Federal Reserve’s latest policy meeting last week reaffirmed the FOMC member’s extensive support
for a federal funds rate near-zero and it also extended seven of its nine emergency lending vehicles’
deadlines from September 30th to the end of 2020. This deadline extension marks the Federal Reserve’s
continued assistance for market stability, thereby supporting the ongoing spread compression across all
major fixed-income asset classes.
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PORTFOLIO POSITIONING AND PERFORMANCE
Meeder Fixed Income portfolios maintained the following allocations during the month:

+ OVERWEIGHT INVESTMENT-GRADE CORPORATE BONDS
RELATIVE TO U.S. TREASURIES
» This position was a contributor to performance.
» Spread narrowing across corporate bonds made them relatively more attractive
over U.S. Treasuries.

+ OVERWEIGHT HIGH-YIELD CORPORATE BONDS AND
U.S. DOLLAR-DENOMINATED EMERGING MARKET DEBT
» Core-plus sectors were a strong driver of our portfolios’ performance during the month.
» High-yield spreads have dropped below their 20-year average of 5.5% helping sector
performance.
» The U.S. dollar’s decline has helped USD-denominated emerging market bond holdings.

– DURATION POSITIONING:
» Our portfolios maintained a duration of 5.5 years, in line with the market benchmark.
U.S. Treasury positions detracted from portfolios’ overall relative performance in July
as longer maturities rallied during the month.

OUR TOP POSITIONS
+ Investment-Grade Corporate Bonds
+ High-Yield Corporate Bonds
+ Emerging Market Bonds (USD)

MEEDER FIXED INCOME
ALLOCATIONS
» Meeder Total Return Bond Fund
» Meeder Conservative Allocation Fund
» Meeder Moderate Allocation Fund
» Meeder Balanced Fund
» Meeder Global Allocation Fund

MEEDER FIXED INCOME STRATEGIES
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